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Dark Gravity (DG) is a background dependent bimetric and semi-classical extension
of General Relativity with an anti-gravitational sector. The foundations of the theory
are reviewed. The main theoretical achievement of DG is the avoidance of any singularities (both black hole horizon and cosmic initial singularity) and an ideal framework
to understand the cancellation of vacuum energy contributions to gravity and solve the
old cosmological constant problem. The main testable predictions of DG against GR are
on large scales as it provides an acceleration mechanism alternative to the cosmological constant. The detailed confrontation of the theory to SN-Cepheids, CMB and BAO
data is presented. The Pioneer effect, MOND phenomenology and Dark Matter are also
investigated in the context of this new framework.
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1. Introduction
In the seventies, theories with a flat non dynamical background metric and/or implying many kinds of preferred frame effects became momentarily fashionable and
Clifford Will has reviewed some of them (Rosen theory, Rastall theory, BSLL theory
...) in his book [34 ]. Because those attempts were generically roughly conflicting with
accurate tests of various versions of the equivalence principle, the flat non dynamical
background metric was progressively given up. The Dark Gravity (DG) theory we
support here is a remarkable exception as it can easily reproduce most predictions of
GR up to Post Newtonian order (as we shall remind in the two following sections)
and for this reason deserves much attention since it might call into question the
assumption behind most modern theoretical avenues: background independence.
DG follows from a crucial observation: in the presence of a flat non dynamical
background ηµν , it turns out that the usual gravitational field gµν has a twin, the
”inverse” metric g̃µν . The two being linked by :

ρσ
−1
g̃µν = ηµρ ηνσ g −1
= [η µρ η νσ gρσ ]
(1)
are just the two faces of a single field (no new degrees of freedom) that we called
a Janus field [2 ][3 ][6 ][13 ][14 ]. See also [4 ][7 ][8 ][5 ] [29 ][30 ][31 ][32 ][33 ][27 ] for alternative
approaches to anti-gravity with two metric fields. In the following, fields are labelled
with (resp without) a tilde if they are exclusively built from g̃µν (resp gµν ) and/or
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